Steady Air:
Above all... Steady air! Steady air is a vital component of any brass player and strongly influences our ability to perform.
If steady air is established during the warm up, you can train your body and brain to play with steady air every time you play.

Prevent unnecessary constriction of muscles and throat. Rest as long as you play.

The reason we rest as long as we play is to prevent our muscles from tightening up which can cause the shoulders to rise and throat to close off. Breathe as if you have 2 fingers in between your teeth. Fill your lungs and relax.

Don’t forget to rest as long as you play!

The reason for playing as soft as possible is to keep the aperture from opening up too wide. The aperture should change as little as possible from low to high. The object is to train your mind and body to play in a relaxed manner.

Brain Stimulus:
If we associate trumpet playing with straining or tightening our muscles, then we will automatically associate playing the trumpet as a more difficult task than it needs to be. If we perceive trumpet playing as a relaxed non tense task, then it will be!